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From Innocence to Experience
irwin b. klein and “the new settlers of northern
new mexico, 1967–71”
Benjamin Klein and Tim Hodgdon

T

he long 1960s, a period that stretched from the late 1950s through the
early to mid-1970s, witnessed an unprecedented level of experimentation
with communal living in the developed world. The region around Taos, New
Mexico, was an epicenter for countercultural collectives. Photographer Irwin
B. Klein documented portions of that remarkable, colorful experience (ill.
1). He made his first visit to the area in the mid-1960s, a moment in northern New Mexico history that writer and aural historian Jack Loeffler has
described as “alive with an energy that was palpable, alluring, and ripe for
social experimentation.” As Klein lived among newcomers to the area from
1967 to 1971, he created a powerful visual record of their efforts to transform
the relationships that Americans had with each other, with the natural environment, and with their past. Instead of calling these bold utopians “hippies,”
he chose to refer to them as “new settlers.”1

Benjamin Klein received his PhD in British history from Brown University. In recent years he
has been a lecturer for the International and Area Studies Teaching Program at the University
of California, Berkeley; the Collegiate Seminar Program at Saint Mary’s College of California;
and California State University, East Bay. His current research examines the relationship between power, politics, and culture in late-Stuart England. Alan Klein is his father and Irwin B.
Klein is his uncle. Tim Hodgdon holds a PhD in U.S. history from Arizona State University. He
served as a visiting assistant professor in U.S. history at St. Thomas University, Fredericton, New
Brunswick; an adjunct at North Carolina State University; and a Mellon Lecturing Fellow in
the First-Year Writing Program, at Duke University. He is the moderator of the H-CommunalSocieties discussion list. His current research addresses the history of radical-feminist antipornography activism in the United States after 1967.
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ill. 1. irwin b. klein at
holly and steve baer’s zome,
corrales, nm
(Photograph courtesy Caroling
Geary)

In part, Klein’s term distinguished the new settlers from the
old and signaled the newcomers’
admiration of Pueblo and Navajo
communalism, and of their ingenious, technologically simple
adaptation to life in a dry region.
Hippies in all parts of the United
States valorized both of these attributes as the hallmarks of a lifeway in harmony with nature, and
considerable numbers acted on
what was, to some degree, a romantic longing to return to Eden
by migrating to New Mexico. 2
Klein’s use of new settlers also
foregrounded the hippies’ intention to revitalize and redirect a rapidly disappearing peasant agrarianism.3 That way of life, crowded out by the mechanization, consolidation, and capital intensification of American agriculture,
was practiced only among a steadily shrinking number of marginalized rural
people by the mid-twentieth century. The newcomers to northern New
Mexico sought to reclaim elements of peasant agrarianism that might provide
independence from what they saw as an unsustainable and oppressive way
of life dictated by the clock rather than the seasons and the soil.4 Although
hippies never succeeded in the comprehensive transformation of American
culture to which they aspired, their critique of American society continues to
influence the way Americans think about the natural world and their place
in it. The “great hippie invasion” of northern New Mexico marked an important chapter in the history of that state as well, for the flood of newcomers
elaborated on and expanded the existing local and long-standing traditions
of bohemian social experimentation in the region.
Klein’s photographs offer historians and others interested in the counterculture a wealth of insight into the means and motives by which the new
settlers tried to overcome the alienation of capitalist labor and consumer
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materialism. The images capture these counterculturalists in the process of
creating new kinds of homes and communities that they hoped would connect them deeply to each other and to the earth. We have selected examples
from Klein’s series of black-and-white photographs entitled “The New Settlers
of Northern New Mexico, 1967–71” to show that his work captures what he
identified as the maturation of the counterculture as a social movement—the
hippies’ passage “from innocence to experience” as they tried to work out
the practical means to their utopian ends.5
Curators, critics, historians, and others have recognized the importance of
Klein’s photographs of the countercultural scene in northern New Mexico.
The curator and photographer Nathan Lyons selected one image, “David in
the Mansion,” from the “New Settlers” series for Vision and Expression, an
exhibition at the George Eastman House in Rochester, New York, in 1969
and for his book of the same title published later that year (ill. 2). The same
photograph appeared in a review of an exhibit featuring sixteen images from
the “New Settlers” series written by critic A. D. Coleman and published in the
Village Voice on 15 May 1969. One of the photographs from the “New Settlers”
series appeared in Liberation, the New Left magazine, in 1973. Lloyd Kahn,
former Shelter editor at Whole Earth Catalog, printed a number of Klein’s
photographs of northern New Mexico in his surveys of alternative dwellings,
and Alastair Gordon included an image in his book on radical environmentalists in the sixties. Photographs from Klein’s series were displayed at small

ill. 2. david in the mansion (nm06)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)
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venues in Toronto and Iowa in the early 1970s, and in New York City and
northern California in 2009. That same year, Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo
included twelve of Klein’s images in her historical monograph on women in
the counterculture, while Tim Hodgdon chose one of the photographs for
the cover of his study of masculinity in two countercultural communities.6
We will analyze the “New Settlers” series by focusing on Klein’s choice to
characterize the countercultural movement in northern New Mexico as a transition from innocence to experience, a characterization we will explicate more
fully later in this article. Placing these photographs in their historical context
establishes Klein’s reputation as an astute observer of the countercultural scene
in the Southwest and situates this set of images as an important and valuable
visual source for scholars interested in understanding the practices, rhythms,
and rituals of hippies in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
The natural beauty, color, light, climate, and cultures of northern New
Mexico have attracted artists, writers, and utopians to the region for more
than a century and a half. In the early decades of the twentieth century, Bert
Geer Phillips, Ernest Blumenschein, and others established artists’ and writers’ colonies in Santa Fe and Taos, while Mabel Dodge Luhan, the wealthy
socialite and arts patron, created a vibrant community of artists, writers, musicians, and intellectuals at her adobe mansion outside Taos. Photographers
and artists, including Paul Strand, Edward Weston, and Georgia O’Keeffe,
who came to New Mexico in the first half of the twentieth century, played an
important role in the construction of the image of the Southwest as a place
set apart from the modern world.7 Beat poets, environmentalists, idealists,
artists, and artisans arrived with the second wave of settlers and visitors in
the post–World War II era. Max Finstein and Rick Klein, Steve and Barbara
Durkee, Hugh Romney, and others established communes in northern New
Mexico, while the late Hollywood actor Dennis Hopper created an alternative
community of artists, actors, filmmakers, musicians, politicians, and radicals
at the Luhan house in Taos, which he bought in 1970.8 As an artist, Klein
was attracted to New Mexico’s natural beauty and its unique mélange of
Indians, Hispanos, and Anglos, many of whom seemed to live at the margins
of American modernity (ill. 3).
A number of photographers documented the sixties counterculture in the
Southwest. With the support of a faculty-fund grant from the State University
of New York at Buffalo, Roberta Price, then a graduate teaching fellow in
the Department of English, photographed the communes of northern New
Mexico and southern Colorado in the summer of 1969. She returned to the
Southwest the following summer and eventually settled at Libre, a commune
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ill. 3. horse and birds in snow (nm72)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

in the Huerfano Valley, where she lived for seven years. Photographer Lisa
Law, who migrated to Truchas in 1967, used her camera to record the communal and hippie scene in northern New Mexico. In 1970 Robert Altman,
then chief staff photographer for Rolling Stone magazine, spent several days
in New Mexico taking photographs for an article written by freelance writer
John Dean that appeared on 9 July of that year.9
Between 1966 and 1972, Irwin Klein made five or six extended visits to
northern New Mexico documenting what he described as “the dropouts,
renegades, and utopians,” “the children of the urban middle class,” and the
“old beatniks” “liv[ing] alone, in couples, families, or small groups in the
little Spanish-American towns in the back country” between Santa Fe and
Taos (ill. 4).10 He photographed the communes near Taos and the activities
of the new settlers in Rio Arriba, Taos, and Mora counties, using El Rito as
his home base. Located on the edge of Carson National Park, this Spanish
village attracted a number of visitors in the late 1960s. Among them were
Allen Ginsberg; Emmett Grogan (a seminal figure in the anarchist collective known as the Diggers); and Hugh Romney and the Hog Farm, which
later settled at Llano near Peñasco. Peter Van Dresser, environmentalist,
author, advocate of economic self-sufficiency, and long-time resident of El
Rito, served as “conduit for [the] new settlers” there and hired some of them,
including Klein’s younger brother, Alan; his close friend Larry Palmiter (see
ill. 17); and the artist Peter Aschwanden, as caretakers for his properties.11
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ill. 4. view of commune
from junk car, five star
(nm43)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin
B. Klein Estate)

Klein had already established himself as a serious photographer before his
arrival in New Mexico. Born in Brooklyn in 1933, he grew up in a middle-class
Jewish household in Queens, New York, and was the eldest son of a dentist
and a homemaker. As an adolescent, he took photographs with a Brownie
camera. Using his father’s dental office located in the upstairs of their house
as a darkroom, Klein did his own developing and printing. His serious interest
in photography began in his twenties, when he photographed landscapes in
Glacier National Park in Montana during the five summers he spent with
his wife, Yvonne, working as a fire lookout. As an undergraduate at Queens
College in the early 1950s, he became interested in Beat culture, discussing
contemporary literature, philosophy, and art with friends in coffee houses,
bars, and jazz clubs in New York City.12
After completing his bachelor’s degree in 1955, Klein relocated to the
Midwest to pursue an academic career first at the University of Chicago,
where he received a master’s degree in English in 1956, and then at the
University of Minnesota, where he was a student in the doctoral program
between 1956 and 1963. He participated in the cultural scene in Dinkytown,
a hip neighborhood located near campus. When he was not teaching classes
as a part-time instructor, he wrote a few book reviews for a small literary
magazine and frequented coffee houses, tiny galleries, McCosh’s bookstore,
and other gathering spots. His friends included artists, intellectuals, and musicians, some of whom played music with a young Bob Dylan in Dinkytown.13
There is no way to know whether Klein spoke with the photography faculty
at the University of Minnesota, which included Jerome Liebling and Alan
Downs. Apart from Eugene Wilcox, Klein had limited contact with other
photographers in Minneapolis. The cultural critic John Fraser, then a graduate student in English, recalls the two of them chatting briefly with their used
Leica cameras in hand one sunny morning on the Fourteenth Avenue bridge,
but he never saw Klein’s photographs. Klein became interested in the work of
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French photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson and the photographers associated
with the U.S. Farm Security Administration, especially Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange, and may have attended photo exhibitions at the Walker Gallery
or the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. He photographed the Dinkytown scene,
the urban landscape of Minneapolis, and the rehearsals and performances of
the Moppet Theater, a local theater company for disadvantaged children.14
Klein began receiving recognition for his photographic work in the mid1960s. Patricia Caulfield printed three of his images along with a profile in
Modern Photography magazine in August 1964.15 That same year, the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York City acquired silver gelatin prints
of Klein’s “‘Super-Pop’ Artists” and “Minnesota Fire.” The former appeared
in an exhibition of recent acquisitions at MoMA on display between early
October 1965 and early January 1966. Klein’s work also appeared in Mexico
in 1966; at Columbia University in 1967; and in a show of photographers,
including William Gedney, Robert D’Alessandro, and Joel Meyerowitz, at
George Eastman House in Rochester, New York, in 1969, and in Liberation
magazine in 1973. Klein selected and organized his images of street scenes of
the Lower East Side, Little Italy, and other places in New York City in a photo
essay entitled “Enclosures: Photographs of Manhattan, 1964–1969.” Despite
this exposure and activity, Klein struggled to make a living as a photographer
and drove a cab in New York City to support himself.16
Klein’s photo essays of Minneapolis and New York City belong to the tradition of “street photography,” to borrow a term from Colin Westerbeck and
Joel Meyerowitz. Identifying himself as a street photographer, he informed
Caulfield in 1964, “I enjoy nothing so much as losing myself in the contemplation of familiar objects: people sitting around and the drift of the streets.”
Caulfield pointed out in her Modern Photography profile that “Klein has
learned to work in the classic 35 mm candid tradition.” He used Leica cameras with normal and wide-angle lenses and fast film to record his subjects
in an “unobtrusive and unintrusive manner.” Noting a quality that would
later become important in “New Settlers,” Caulfield observed, “In most of
his pictures people seem completely unaware of the camera.” He carefully
framed his shots, relied on natural light, and did not crop his photographs in
the darkroom. In “Minnesota Fire,” Klein captures “the decisive moment”
with a singular image of a street scene. Cartier-Bresson has defined this
technique as “the simultaneous recognition, in a fraction of a second, of the
significance of an event as well as of a precise organization of forms which
give the event its proper expression” (ill. 5). Dark clouds and smoke fill most
of the shot while a telephone pole, wires, and a fireman’s ladder bisect the
photograph. In the foreground, several bystanders, unaware of the camera,
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ill. 5. minnesota fire
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)

observe the fire; a solitary woman, clutching her winter coat, walks toward
the artist. The photograph later appeared in Mirrors and Windows: American
Photography since 1960, an exhibition curated by John Szarkowski at MoMA
in 1978 and in an exhibit catalog of the same title. In his review of Mirrors
and Windows in Time magazine, Robert Hughes described “Minnesota Fire”
as “an exquisitely formal-looking image.”17
Klein’s “New Settlers” series, particularly his intimate portraits of individuals, couples, and families either posing for or oblivious to the camera,
represents a departure from his photo essays of Minneapolis and New York
City and the photojournalistic approach of Altman. “I have proceeded slowly,
rather than in a journalistic fashion, and tried to enter into the time, space,
and light which envelopes [sic] my subjects,” Klein explained in a press release
for an exhibition of his work in 1970. Coleman seemed to understand the
artist’s intentions. In his Village Voice review published in 1969, he wrote,
“More concerned with the people than with their activities, Klein captured
the shiftings of a group mood as its presence begins to inhabit an alien territory.” The image of a group of hippies milling around outside an adobe
building at a commune encapsulates Coleman’s assessment (ill.6). Klein
occupied a unique space between observers like Altman, who “dropped in”
on the scene but “never dropped out,” and active participants like Price and
Law, who completely immersed themselves in the new settler lifeway. More
importantly Klein’s technique and approach give his photographs more depth
and resonance than the work of other photographers who documented the
counterculture in northern New Mexico, among them Law, who, in her own
words, “wanted to capture the moment the best I could so I could share the
moment with others so they would feel what I saw.”18
Drawing from the body of work shot in New Mexico, Klein selected eighty
photographs and arranged the images into eight chapters. He hoped to publish these photographs along with an introduction as “The New Settlers of
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ill. 6. sunday lunch, sue standing on stump, five star (nm49)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

Northern New Mexico.” He spent the last few years of his life in New York
taking photographs of the streets of Brooklyn. In March 1974, Klein died
of a heart attack in a hospital where he was recovering from a fall from his
apartment window near the Brooklyn Bridge, perhaps an attempt to commit
suicide. Prior to his tragic death, he was working on a series of photographs
of shrines. All of his negatives, most of his prints, and his cameras and equipment were either lost or stolen. One can only guess what his oeuvre as a
whole looked like. The color slides from his Brooklyn street life photographs
were displayed for the first time at Domeischel Gallery in New York City in
2009. His other work is archived in the permanent collections of the George
Eastman House, the Museum of Modern Art, the New York Public Library,
and the Brooklyn Museum.19
In order to approach the “New Settlers” series as historical evidence, historians
must attend carefully to the words that Klein chose to frame his images for his
prospective audience. He began by declaring himself a participant as well as
an observer. He argued that readers should not understand his work solely as
his own creation, a product of the genius of the autonomous artist, but rather
as a collaboration with his subjects. He told his audience at the outset that this
collection was “part family album,” since he thought about those communitarians with whom he had spent considerable time in New Mexico as family (ill.
7). He also called the series “part document,” for he saw hip experiments with
simple living as history in the making. He delimited the work’s function as
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ill. 7. alan, fly, and mickey beside plow wheel,
vallecitos (nm30)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

documentary, however, by also pronouncing it “part myth”—a remark difficult
to decipher, but perhaps intended to call attention to his work’s participation
in the creation of the myth around hippies and their way of life, or to caution
readers not to read too much into these photographs, given his keen awareness
of how much he had not captured through the camera lens.20
Although Klein did not conceive of his project as a systematic documentation of the countercultural experiment, at least one settler who watched
him work suggests that his impulse as documentarian was stronger than his
introductory remarks might indicate. His friend Donna Elliot characterized
him as more “an observer and documenter” than an active participant; another
friend, Caroling Geary, recalled that he was relatively uninvolved in the dayto-day activities of the new communities.21 If these descriptions are accurate,
Klein’s series fits even more squarely in the tradition of socially conscious
camerawork that stretched from Jacob Riis in the Gilded Age through the
Farm Security Administration photographers of the Great Depression, and
beyond. Undoubtedly, Klein also felt the influence of the deliberately subjective immersion approach to reporting on social phenomena that blossomed
in the 1960s under the rubric of New Journalism. This fresh approach to
news-gathering was a radical reaction to the pieties and politics of “objective” reporting, the method that the modernized profession had embraced to
distance itself from the partisan muckraking of the Progressive era. Scholars
who approach Klein’s compilation as historical evidence must balance Elliot’s and Geary’s recollections against Klein’s introductory remarks. The
new settlers knew that their photographer was not a fully committed fellow
insider. Yet, his sympathy and respect for their efforts were unmistakable, and
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facilitated the extraordinarily “unobtrusive but revealing” rapport between
photographer and subject foretold by Coleman in his review in 1969 and
evident in the images that comprise “New Settlers.”22
While Klein shared his subjects’ dream of transforming the world not
through the organization of mass movements so much as through the
proliferation of a radical, transcendent cultural sensibility, he managed to
maintain a social and historical perspective on hippies’ efforts to develop
that sensibility. He shared a desire to “develop a viable way of life outside
our urban technological complex” with many other bohemian radicals of his
time. And like many participants in the counterculture, Klein saw these efforts
as, in part, examples of the “perennial attempt of human beings to renew
the patterns of their lives.”23 He reminded Americans that to live in houses
clad with mud was not an exercise in antiquarianism but rather an effort to
address pressing problems of ecological sustainability and widespread alienation through simple living—a deeply Rousseauvian rejection of the postwar
American belief that progress toward an ever-more-refined civilization could
be achieved through the development, embracement, and application of
complex technology (ill. 8). That stance no doubt seems unremarkable to students of the countercultural movement
of the 1960s—and it should, since one
can derive it from a host of other contemporary sources. Yet Klein’s explanation of
his choice of the term settler marks him
as a keen and noteworthy observer of
the tumultuous events swirling around
him. He rejected the notion common
among hippies and journalists of the
day that collective living—indeed, all
things hip—represented a resounding
break from the past.24 Instead, Klein
argued, in the company of other astute participants in the scene, that by
the time the new settlers had begun
to make their mark in New Mexico,
the unbounded idealism that initially
propelled many in the counterculture
back to the land had already begun ill. 8. girls with sheep, vallecitos
to evolve into a reiteration of patterns (nm37)
deeply rooted in American history. In (Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
making this move, Klein beat historians Estate)
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of the counterculture to the punch by
discerning a fundamental shift in thinking
among cultural radicals in the late 1960s.
He organized the “New Settlers” around
this shift, which he described as a “rite of
passage from innocence to experience . . .
a development away from the image of the
hippie toward older American archetypes
[such as] the pioneer and the independent
yeoman farmer.”25
This rich and incisive passage deserves
explication if historians are to understand
what Klein believed he had captured in
his photographs (ill. 9). We can do this
along two dimensions. The first involves
the evolution of countercultural thinking
about the means and ends of the revoluill. 9. girl in windowsill,
tion in consciousness that they advocated.
vallecitos (nm281)
In the early days of hip bohemianism,
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
many dreamed that humans might find a
Estate)
way to live in a state of perpetual ecstatic
liminality, liberated completely from the limitations of social structure—
a possibility seemingly revealed in the course of experimentation with
psychedelic drugs, anarchistic forms of a moneyless economy, open-land
communalism, and Asian mysticism. This attitude was certainly the end
of the continuum that Klein labeled “innocence.” Although many hippies
who believed they had experienced the oneness of all things with the help
of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) remained beguiled by the beauty of that
vision, others gradually became convinced that there were earthly limits to
this transcendence. Over time, experience taught them that, to use the terminology of anthropologist Victor Turner, the ecstatic state of antistructure,
whether induced by ritual processes or mind-altering drugs—necessary as
hippies thought it was to human welfare—could last only for a moment.
They reasoned, however, that while humans might not be able to live
perpetually in the ecstasy of antistructure, the attempt to restore periodic
access to that transcendent experience—however temporary—was still a
radical departure from the American faith in consumerism, technological
innovation, and private property. Counterculturalists remained convinced
that modern Americans suffered deeply from an “uptight” overemphasis
on structure and order.26
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One of the implications of this steadfast belief was that, if conventional
American society languished in a world of rigidity, many hippie communes
remained in the grips of an illusion that the new social order would emerge
spontaneously in the absence of any structure at all. From the perspective
of those moving away from innocence, the result was, to borrow a phrase
from anthropologist Anthony F. C. Wallace, the creation of “slums” in the
countercultural “wilderness” that did not serve the interests of hippies intent
on social transformation. In June 1976, Arthur Kopecky, a resident of the
New Buffalo commune near Taos, expressed a growing impatience with the
stagnation that resulted from the “innocent” common understanding that
each member must be free to do his or her own thing. He wrote in his journal: “We want business—no more food stamps or welfare or being so broke.
We’ve got a lot of people [at the commune], so we’ll have to think bigger.”
Thinking bigger meant rationalizing the commune’s economic activities
and identifying a niche on the margins of the larger society that they could
exploit to achieve economic independence. The choice to pursue economic
self-sufficiency required residents to commit to a common vision: sacrifice
a measure of individual autonomy in exchange for the economic autonomy
that they could achieve through coordinated, collective effort.27
Kopecky’s push for rationalization met with keen resistance. Disgruntled
hippies departed New Buffalo, but months later, they returned to reclaim
the commune at gunpoint in the name of the original dream: to reach a state
of never-ending ecstasy through the rejection of all imposed order. Other
communes of the era struggled with the same questions. After many years of
growing unease and internal debate at the Farm in south central Tennessee,
those in favor of modifying the original dream won out without resorting to
weapons, although the community underwent a wrenching decollectivization and reduction in population in 1983. Klein had already seen this pattern
clearly enough a decade earlier to adopt it as the organizing principle for his
selection of photographs in the “New Settlers” series, providing historians a
framework for interpreting the images and a means for periodizing the history
of the rural counterculture.28
The second dimension of Klein’s compelling statement about the shift
from innocence to experience deserving explication is his invocation of the
settler on the western frontier and of the “independent yeoman farmer” as
Jungian “archetypes” in the American unconscious. Once again, as an observer of events still unfolding, Klein demonstrated a keen understanding of
patterns that scholars creating the new history of the American West would
soon discover. These New Western historians have pondered the enduring
mythology fed by Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier thesis, first unveiled in a
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public lecture in 1893. An important part of this mythology is faith in the West
as a land of renewal and independence.29 Klein also intuited the significance
of hippies in social historians’ later examinations of the twentieth-century rise
of an individual identity grounded in consumption at odds with an older vision
of individual (masculine) identity grounded primarily in the production of
things for the common good. In that shunted-aside democracy of producers,
genuine equality required broad access to resources, including, in author
Edward Bellamy’s utopian portrait, access to agricultural land.30 Klein’s use
of the term yeoman invokes the Jeffersonian—and Crévecoeurian—vision of
political power exercised by local communities subject to influence mostly by
those men who worked the land that they owned. That archetype, ironically,
fueled both radical and conservative challenges in the 1960s to Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s model of a government-regulated industrial economy.31
Klein’s perception of a movement from innocence to experience is readily apparent in his sequencing of the images in the “New Settlers” series.32
“David in the Mansion” portrays a slender youth sporting a broad-brimmed
hat, standing in an interior doorway of a house in El Rito (see ill. 2). His
visage, shining like a new penny, contrasts sharply with the worn, faded
wallpaper that lines the interior. Signs of
hippie presence appear in the subsequent
photos: a batik image of a Plains Indian
draped over the edge of a cupboard (ill.
10); a reproduction of the Mona Lisa
adorning a doorway as naked children
play (ill. 11); Irwin Klein’s brother, Alan,
seated in front of an adobe house (ill.
12); a woman picking fruit (ill. 13); and
a sunlit interior scene, in which a star
chart has been tacked above a desk and
a psychedelic poster for an establishment
called the Pot Shop appears at eye level
(ill. 14). The counterculturalists’ arrival
in the Taos area from more urban places
signaled ongoing momentum in their
search for ecstatic utopia. They probably
had not fully confronted the challenges
of sustaining themselves in this dry land,
ill. 10. kitchen window of
but historians cannot be sure: Klein did
mansion, el rito (nm07)
not document the order in which he shot
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
these scenes.
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Above left: ill. 11. mother and babies
through adobe doorway, el rito
(nm08)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
Above: ill. 12. alan sitting in front
of abode, el rito (nm16)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
Left: ill. 13. woman picking fruit, el
rito (nm12)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
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ill. 14. light from solar reflector on desk, van dresser’s solar
house in potrero canyon, carson national forest (nm21)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

ill. 15. hog farmers
parade, el rito (nm25)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin
B. Klein Estate)

Even more evocative of the hippies’ initial state of innocence is the sequence of photos (NM23–NM28) that records the arrival of the celebrated
collective known as the Hog Farm in El Rito in 1968 (ill. 15). Actor Hugh
Romney, one of the key figures in the group, described the Hog Farmers as
“an expanded family, a mobile hallucination, an army of clowns . . . fifty
people on a perpetual trip, citizens of earth.” These former residents of a bona
fide hog-farming operation in southern California had taken to the road in
search of land in New Mexico. They set up camp in El Rito for a time and
staged a Fourth of July parade in the town, with some of their members—and
a swine called Pigasus—dressed in carnivalesque costumes (ill. 16). The
group eventually purchased land to the south of El Rito in Llano. Although
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most members returned to California after a
time, the location still housed a number of
Hog Farmers in the late 1990s.33 Klein’s images of this flamboyant commune-on-wheels
certainly stand in sharp contrast to the modest
self-presentation of many new settlers, as captured in his contemplative portrait of a close
friend, whose weathered face, tangled beard,
and wrinkled work shirt all complement the
steady gaze communicating a determination
to remain, come what may (ill. 17).
Moving further into Klein’s sequence,
past the images of the Hog Farmers and
photographs of the short-lived Church of the
Five-Star Ranch (NM42–NM49), the shift to
experience that so fascinated him begins to
ill. 16. wavy gravy and hog
emerge in images of a sparse, dry landscape farmers parade, el rito (nm23)
and the labor it required of all those settlers (Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
and farmers attempting to live within the Klein Estate)
limits it imposed. 34 Certainly, in the earlier
sequences there are shots of hippies hard at work. In one image, for example,
a man pauses in his labor with a long-handled tool, perhaps a hammer or
axe, when noticing a visitor at the fence while his daughter feeds goats in the
foreground (ill. 18). Such images of laboring
hippies become far more frequent in later
images. A weaver works fabric in one photo
(ill. 19) and two men repair a fence while a
horse grazes in the background in the next
frame (ill. 20). In another image, a man
begins his work with lumber and tools as
the morning sun peeks over the horizon (ill.
21). The sequence NM641–NM73 presents a
woman chopping wood (ill. 22), boys feeding
goats inside a barn (or, perhaps, in a house),
a woman milking a goat, a man struggling to
drag a dairy can filled with water to his thirsty
horses, a pair of men operating a cross-cut saw
ill. 17. portrait of larry
to procure firewood on a wintry day, and a
palmiter, el rito (nm35)
crew engaging in the back-breaking labor
(Photograph courtesy Irwin
of fashioning adobe bricks (ill. 23).
B. Klein Estate)
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Above: ill. 18. guppie
feeding danny’s goat, el
rito (nm20)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)
Right: ill. 19. the weaver
(nm59)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)
Below: ill. 20. fixing fence
(nm60)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)
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Left: ill. 21. carpenter at dawn (nm64)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)
Right: ill. 22. woman chopping wood in shelter book (nm63)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

ill. 23. crew making adobes, in shelter book (nm73)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)
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Clearly these scenes invite many questions from viewers hoping to use
them as historical evidence: what was the sexual division of labor among the
new settlers; how did the settlers acquire the skills practiced in the images;
and what knowledge and skills did these individuals possess upon their arrival?
Standing alone the photographs cannot answer such questions; historians
need a greater variety of sources to contextualize the efforts they depict. Yet,
if historians compare the scenes in these photos to the places from which
their subjects came, stark contrasts immediately emerge. How did these
former university students, urban service workers, and sons and daughters of
the post–World War II suburbs come to seek lives behind walls of mud and
straw or in shacks with weathered doors and windows salvaged from other
structures? Automobiles and power lines announce that this place is not the
primitive Southwest conjured by John Wayne movies or by tourist brochures.
But the contrast between the built environments of their former and present
lives—between shaded suburban streets and sidewalks and the rutted roads
down which they now traveled in search of firewood—would deepen the
information received from their journals, letters, and tax records.
Klein also included scenes of social interaction in his series, for these
images demonstrate that the new settlers were learning forms of interaction
made possible by dropping out of the time-discipline imposed by industrial
and bureaucratic labor. Some of these images appear early in the series (see
ill. 18). Part 8 of the “New Settlers,” entitled “Visits,” includes shots of places
and people whom Klein met in passing. However, the most interesting sequence concerning hippie sociability appears in the final part of the work,
which records a wedding at the New Buffalo commune in Arroyo Hondo. The
first photograph, of the doorway to the round main room of the residence,
shows guests meditating on the performance of a flutist, perhaps prior to the
ceremony (ill. 24). The next photograph, depicting the arrival of the bride
and groom, is a study of how the couple negotiated the tensions between hip
ill. 24. the gathering
inside the main room
(nm81)
(Photograph courtesy
Irwin B. Klein Estate)
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ill. 25. bride and groom (nm82)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

and conventional marriage rituals (ill. 25). The bride, in a sense, arrives in
the less adventurous costume: a white wedding dress with veil. But the dress
extends only to above the knees, and she wears flat sandals, not high heels. The
groom’s couture reiterates the Haight-Ashbury penchant for Edwardian dress:
he steadies a bowler hat against a gust of wind and leans on a cane (although
we cannot be sure whether the cane served solely as an article of fashion). A
dark sash gathers a peasant shirt at his waist and beads dangle from his neck.
The counterculture contributed mightily to a general trend away from formal
comportment even in solemn (and traditional) rituals such as weddings during
the 1960s and 1970s. If today it has become quite common for couples to stage
weddings in a wide variety of settings and to write at least some of the script, it
is in part because gatherings like this one pointed the way.35
Two photographs give a sense of the dozens of people who gathered for
the wedding celebration. One shows the guests linking hands for a blessing
of the wedding feast (ill. 26). Klein’s shot captures one segment of the circle
standing in front of a slat-sided flatbed truck of considerable age. Mountains
rise in the distance. In the second photograph, the guests serve themselves at
an outdoor trestle table (ill. 27). What stand out in this scene are not the long
hair, beards, and headscarves of the guests, but the utensils on the table: a
mish-mash of everyday kettles and boxes pressed into service for the occasion.
For the assembled settlers, this meal represented a lavishing of resources for
a special occasion, but the investment was not in special dishware, as might
have been the case if the couple had followed the conventions of consumer
society. Rather, the investment was made in the hours that communitarians—
more likely settler women than men—spent preparing generous quantities
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ill. 26. wedding guest blessing food (nm83)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

ill. 27. wedding feast (nm84)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

of food, in the time away from everyday routines, and in the wear and tear
on old trucks prone to breaking down on rough dirt roads. The return was
in their release from rural isolation and renewal of the hope that those who
devoted themselves to fashioning a simpler way of life would become an
extended family—a clan or “tribe”—that would deliver its members from
the loneliness and alienation of straight society.
In this possibility of belonging, both to the natural world and to a larger human family, the improvised ritual processes of hippiedom sometimes revealed
themselves as tangible and attainable. On the journey from innocence to
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experience that Klein traced in his photographs, these new settlers of northern New Mexico discovered just how much work—and risk—was involved
in building the alternative structures that, they hoped, would deliver the
experience that Victor Turner called “communitas” far more reliably than
did conventional life. Klein’s legacy to historians is that the relationships he
cultivated with his subjects allowed him to capture the fading innocence
and material poverty of these rural settlements, and their growing strength
and practicality as they gained experience in rural life. More than that, he
captured the new settlers’ inner light as they struggled to build on the earth
warm places that they could genuinely call home.
The inner light that Klein captured in his photographs, and the insightful
framing of his images with an introductory essay pointing in the direction
of a sophisticated historical metanarrative, make his artful rendering of the
new settlers historically significant. His framework spoke not only to what
made hippies new and different—many journalists and participants in the
counterculture had already explored that dimension in great detail—but also
to the place the new settlers of New Mexico occupied in longer patterns of
cultural revitalization. This is not to say that Klein was the only participantobserver to do so. As Timothy Miller has so ably demonstrated, most of the
key figures in the early genesis of the counterculture were keenly aware of
past efforts.36 Yet Klein’s rejection of the impulse to snap quick pictures and
return to the city, and his less-partisan perspective on developments that
spoke directly to his own deep longing for a nurturing community, make
his work of particular interest to those who, looking back, strive to place the
counterculture in the larger fabric of twentieth-century American life. Irwin
Klein’s images help vivify the stories historians tell of this time of hope and
seeking, experiment and renewal.
An earlier version of this article was presented as part of “Visions of Utopia,” a panel discussion
at Saint Mary’s College of California in October 2009. We would like to express our appreciation
to the staff of the libraries at Saint Mary’s College and Duke University for assistance with this
project, especially Sue Birkenseer at Saint Mary’s. We would like to thank the following individuals for information about sources: Anita Chernewski, Michael William Doyle, Roy Hammans,
Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo, William Morgan, John Skarsdad, and Joseph Struble. Alan Klein
provided a wealth of detail about his brother’s life while Martha Boessing, Janice Crabb, Donna
Elliott, John Fraser, Caroling Geary, Yvonne Klein, Dave Morton, and Bill Wadsworth shared
their recollections of the late artist. We are grateful to Durwood Ball, John Fraser, and the two
external reviewers for their comments on earlier drafts. Finally, we would like to express our
appreciation to the Irwin B. Klein Estate for permission to reprint “Minnesota Fire” and images
from “The New Settlers of Northern New Mexico”; to Caroling Geary for permission to reprint
the photograph of Klein; and to Nikolai Klein for technical assistance with the photographs
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